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1. Introduction 

Discussions between ENSEMBLES partners during the first year of the project identified a need for 
better integration of work on seasonal-to-decadal timescales in RT2B. This joint RT2B/RT6 
deliverable arises from that dialogue.   

RT2B is the research theme responsible for the production of probabilistic regional scenarios for 
impacts assessments using downscaling methods to add value to the global ensemble prediction 
system.  While the original RT2B Description of Work does refer to seasonal-to-decadal timescales, 
the emphasis is on climate change timescales, focusing on the period 1950-2050/2100. Thus the 
climate change timescale can be defined as multi-decadal or centennial. This is distinct from the 
decadal timescale which in ENSEMBLES RT1 is considered as multi-annual predictions for at least 
10 years in the future (or in the past, in the case of hindcasts) where initial conditions play a role. 

At the start of work on this deliverable, it was acknowledged that few seasonal-to-decadal 
application users have direct expertise in downscaling and downscaling groups often have limited 
understanding of the requirements of these application groups. Thus involvement of RT6 (in 
particular WP6.3) was seen as very important, as this is the ENSEMBLES research theme 
responsible for impacts assessments on seasonal-to-decadal, as well as climate change, timescales.  
Section 2 of this joint deliverable summarises the user requirements of WP6.3 partners, and also 
includes a more detailed specification of the requirements for agronomic models. 

The necessity and benefits of applying downscaling, in particular statistical downscaling, to GCM 
outputs is outlined further in Section 3.  These issues have already been addressed in an 
ENSEMBLES working paper on the need for downscaling of seasonal-to-decadal integrations 
(Doblas-Reyes and Goodess, 2005) so are summarised fairly briefly here.  

Section 4 reviews a number of technical issues related with the application of statistical 
downscaling to seasonal and decadal hindcasts, focusing on probabilistic approaches (Section 4.1) 
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and their verification (Section 4.2), cross-validation techniques (Section 4.3), comparison of two 
general approaches (‘perfect prog’  and MOS – see Section 3) to downscaling (Section 4.4), model 
weighting and de-biasing (Section 4.5) and dependence of results on observational dataset 
resolution (Section 4.6) and choice of predictors (Section 4.7).  Practical examples from 
ENSEMBLES partners are presented – a number of which build on datasets and methods developed 
in the earlier European Union-funded DEMETER (http://www.ecmwf.int/research/demeter/) and 
STARDEX (http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/projects/stardex/) projects.  The examples encompass 
analyses on seasonal forecasting timescales (e.g., Section 3.4) together with relevant analyses on 
multi-decadal climate change timescales (e.g., Section 3.6) - both undertaken specifically for this 
deliverable. The latter examples are based on readily-available data and methods and are presented 
here because they illustrate methodological issues that are also relevant on shorter timescales.  

Section 5 reports briefly on a statistical downscaling test application involving downscaling groups 
from RT2B and an application user from RT6, i.e., the use of the ENSEMBLES Statistical 
Downscaling Portal for crop yield forecasting on seasonal timescales. 

Since the implementation of statistical downscaling is constrained by the availability of 
observational data, the observed data available to ENSEMBLES RT6 partners with an interest in 
seasonal-to-decadal applications is outlined in Section 6. 

Finally, Section 7 provides conclusions, final recommendations and some proposals for further 
work. 

 

2. Specification of ENSEMBLES user  requirements  

UNILIV general comments  

Global models run as part of seasonal ensemble prediction systems, such as the 180-day 
integrations used in DEMETER and currently being run for ENSEMBLES, have higher spatial 
resolutions (typically 1 degree, about 100 km at best) than the models used in global climate change 
multi-decadal simulations (typically around 2.5 degrees or about 300 km) but this former resolution 
is still much less than required by most application partners. For their purposes, there is a 
requirement to downscale to sub-regional scales of tens or a few kilometres as part of the post 
processing of global model data.  

Often applications users require more than one variable to be downscaled to drive process based 
application models, and these variables need to retain their correlation through time when 
downscaled.  For some applications, spatial correlations also need to be preserved. Many 
applications have critical thresholds in what are often non-linearly responding application models. 
The timing of events associated with threshold events, for example temperatures near the time of 
crop flowering, may also be important.  

The driving global models have biases (see Section 3 and Doblas-Reyes and Goodess, 2005). Any 
bias correction scheme needs to be able to correct for these biases, which are often not just simple 
offsets, and should also retain the inherent variability between ensemble members within an 
ensemble prediction system. 
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Table 1 indicates the downscaled data requirements of RT6 application groups. The variables 
required are identified, together with the spatial scale and region, as well as the need for temporal 
and/or spatial correlation between the variables.  

Table 1: Specification of ENSEMBLES WP6.3 application user requirements for downscaled 
information. P: precipitation; T: temperature; RH: relative humidity. 

WP6.3 partner and 
application 

Key variables Secondary 
variables 

Do key 
variables 
require 
temporal 
correction? 

Do key variables 
require spatial 
correction? 

Required 
spatial scale 
and region 
of interest 

UNILIV 
Infectious tropical 
disease models 
mostly malaria and 
meningitis 

P, 2m T  
from global 
seasonal 
forecasts 

10m U,V; 
2m RH, 
T850 
from global 
seasonal 
forecasts 

Yes at no 
less than 5 
day scale 

Partly, i.e. seasonal 
cycle and 
intraseasonal 
variability must be 
retained across 
region at no less 
than 10 day scale 

Towards 5 
km or less, 
large scale 
regions, or 
parts of, in 
Africa e.g. 
West and 
southern 

UREADMM P, 2m T, 2m 
RH 

Vapour 
pressure 
deficit 

Yes Don’ t think so Anything < 
50 km will 
be of 
interest. 
Major region 
is India 

ARPA-SIM Daily surface 
P, Tmin and 
Tmax 

Daily mean 
wind speed, 
humidity, 
solar 
radiation 

No Downscaling from 
global to local scale 
essential 

10 km, 
Northern 
Italy 

METEOSWISS 10m U, V; 10m 
wind gust from 
global seasonal 
forecasts 

None Unknown Yes, experience 
with ERA40 data 
indicates that there 
are regions of 
systematic bias in 
wind speed and 
wind gust related to 
topography and 
land-sea contrast. 

Western 
Europe 

EDF 
French electricity 
demand forecast and 
local watersheds 
precipitation 
forecasts (for 
hydropower 
production) 

T2m,  
Geopotential 
(Z500, Z700, 
Z850, Z1000), 
from global 
seasonal 
forecasts 

MaxT2m, 
MinT2m, 
T850, P 
from global 
seasonal 
forecasts 

Yes : Daily 
T, monthly 
or weekly 
cumulated P  

Yes : local (station) 
T2m over ~30 
stations in France, 
and local P (over 
watersheds) 
 

Region : 
France, 
towards 10 
or 5 km. 

 
Requirements for agronomic models (ARPA-SIM)  
 
Application models are generally based on the availability of daily surface weather data, with daily 
extreme temperatures and total precipitation as the most commonly used input variables. In 
particular, agricultural models for yield assessment are based on algorithms relying on surface 
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variables, as air temperature guides plant development and modifies photosynthetic assimilation 
rates, and can also be used for estimating daily values of photosynthetically active solar irradiance 
and reference evapotranspiration. Precipitation data must also be available for soil water accounting 
as plant growth can be hampered when soil water is limiting. Operational applications of 
agricultural models are based on gridded temperature and precipitation fields with grid size 
depending on the existing network and the extension of the application areas. Downscaling of 
global forecasts and the provision of daily values is then essential in order to apply application 
models to agricultural forecasting at seasonal to decadal and climatic time scales.  
 
 

3. On the necessity and benefits of applying downscaling to GCM outputs  
 
The need for downscaling multi-decadal climate change simulations from the relatively coarse 
global climate model (GCM) scale to the finer spatial scale required for impacts assessments is 
widely recognised (see, for example, Christensen et al., 2006; Goodess et al., 2006).  The need for 
downscaling seasonal-to-decadal hindcasts has been less widely discussed, but is addressed by 
Doblas-Reyes and Goodess (2005).  
 
The latter authors point out that although skilful predictions can be obtained in tropical areas several 
months in advance using ensembles of simulations from global circulation models (Palmer et al., 
2004), most of these application models require meteorological surface variables on a spatial scale 
much finer than that of present-day global dynamical climate prediction models (see also Section 2 
of this report). In addition to inaccuracies associated with the lack of horizontal resolution, coupled 
ocean/atmosphere models tend to suffer from a substantial drift away from the observed climate 
(Palmer et al., 2004), a drift that also needs to be corrected. Therefore, there is an obvious need for 
high-resolution, calibrated predictions of surface variables, such as precipitation or temperature, to 
force the end-user models. To bridge the gap between the low-resolution global ensemble 
predictions and the high-resolution probabilistic end-user requirements, downscaling techniques 
allow the mapping of the low-resolution global predictions to a high-resolution set of forecasts for a 
network of stations (or a fine grid) over an area of interest.  
 
Both statistical/empirical methods and dynamical regional climate models can be applied for 
downscaling purposes.  Both are being used in ENSEMBLES RT2B for the construction of climate 
change scenarios, building on work in the earlier STARDEX and PRUDENCE projects.  Both 
approaches have advantages and disadvantages - both with respect to climate change (Goodess et 
al., 2003; 2006) and seasonal-to-decadal (Doblas-Reyes and Goodess, 2005) timescales.  In the 
latter case, the deciding factor in support of statistical approaches is that they are considerably less 
computationally expensive than running a high-resolution regional climate model.  Thus this 
deliverable aims to make recommendations for the application of statistical downscaling methods to 
ENSEMBLES seasonal-to-decadal hindcasts. 
 
In making these recommendations it is useful to consider the advantages and disadvantages of 
statistical downscaling identified by the STARDEX project (Table 2).  Many of the issues identified 
in Table 2 are also of concern on seasonal-to-decadal timescales and are explored in Section 4 of 
this deliverable (e.g., issues concerning the treatment of GCM biases and choice of predictor 
variables).  The stationarity issue, a major concern on centennial timescales, is not however 
concerned a major issue, provided that care is taken in calibrating and validating statistical models 
(Section 4.3). 
 
Additional considerations do arise in the case of seasonal-to-decadal timescales, however.  In 
particular, most climate change studies use the perfect prognosis or ‘perfect prog’  approach to 
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statistical downscaling (Wilks, 1995). This makes use of relationships that are derived between 
observed (or re-analysed) predictors and predictand fields (e.g., the 500 hPa height field and 
precipitation, respectively).  This makes the downscaling models sensitive to errors and biases in 
the driving GCM (Table 2).  If instead, the predictor is chosen to be a model field, systematic model 
errors in the predictions may be accounted for, and hopefully corrected in the downscaling. This 
approach, known as Model Output Statistics or MOS (Wilks, 1995), is widely applied to short and 
medium-range weather forecasts to obtain station predictions. One major drawback of MOS is the 
need for a long series of predictions or hindcasts (for the same period as the observations) in order 
to derive robust MOS relationships that take into account the systematic errors of the dynamical 
model.  In addition, any change in GCM version requires re-calibration of the MOS downscaling 
scheme, whereas perfect prog schemes need to be calibrated only once using observed 
predictors/predictands and can then be applied to multiple models/model versions.  Thus the 
emphasis here is on the perfect prog approach. The performance of the perfect prog and MOS 
approaches is, however, compared in Section 4.4.   
 
Table 2: Summary of the advantages and disadvantages of statistical downscaling (Goodess et al., 
2003; 2006). + = advantage; - = disadvantage; ? = advantage/disadvantage is uncertain.  
 

+  
+ Provides station/point values  
+ Less computer intensive than dynamical downscaling 
+ Can be applied to GCM and/or RCM output 
 

 
– Assumes that predictor/predictand relationships will be unchanged in the future (the 

stationarity issue) 
– Requires reliable observed datasets that are sufficiently long to span the range of observed 

variability 
– Affected by biases in the underlying GCM 
 
 
? May be possible to ‘correct’  predictors for systematic model biases 
? Scenarios may indicate changes which differ substantially in magnitude, and even in 
            direction, from those based directly on model output 
? Ideally, downscaling methods should reflect the underlying physical mechanisms and 
            processes, but statistical downscaling is unlikely, for example, to treat convective 
            rainfall events in a physically realistic way 
? Sensitive to specific methodology, choice of predictor variables, etc. 
 

 
 
Thus Section 4 addresses a number of the challenges for statistical downscaling of seasonal-to-
decadal simulations identified by Doblas-Reyes and Goodess (2005), i.e., how to: 
 

§ Correct the systematic bias of the predictions from realistic coupled ocean/atmosphere 
forecasting systems and obtain reliable (i.e., with statistical properties similar to the 
observed data) probabilistic predictions. 

§ Deal with full ensembles, not a deterministic prediction or the ensemble mean. 

§ Consider the benefits of dealing with model uncertainty after statistical downscaling has 
been applied individually to each ensemble member of each single model or model version. 
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§ Generate daily time series of surface variables using stochastic weather generators 
conditioned on downscaled monthly or seasonal time-averaged predictions (an approach 
conventionally used for seasonal-to-decadal downscaling) or adapt other statistical methods 
for the construction of daily time series (e.g., methods developed in the STARDEX project). 

§ Obtain robust estimates using what are likely to be short (i.e., 15 to 30 years) training 
samples. 

 
 

4. Issues related with the application of statistical downscaling to seasonal 
and decadal hindcasts  

 
Although statistical downscaling methods can be fit to produce high-resolution hindcasts both at 
seasonal and at decadal timescales, the way in which the same method has to be adapted in order to 
be optimised for the specific application may be different depending on the application timescale. In 
the following, several issues are considered in relation to the construction/optimization of statistical 
downscaling method referring to the two different prediction timescales (seasonal and decadal). For 
each issue, an analysis is presented and the extent to which the solution is dependent on the forecast 
timescale considered.  
 
4.1 The probabilistic approach within statistical downscaling applications  
 
Seasonal to climate timescale predictions are strongly affected by uncertainties coming into play at 
different stages of their production. Forecast uncertainties may be due to uncertainties in initial 
conditions, or may be related to the presence of a stochastic component of the forcing, or related to 
the presence of sub-grid scale processes, or to the choice of approximations adopted to build the 
numerical model in general. The only way to produce a prediction which takes into account these 
uncertainties is to produce a probabilistic prediction. In the case of statistical downscaling scheme 
applications, this means that the scheme be applied to all single member low-resolution forecasts so 
as to produce a probabilistic downscaled high-resolution prediction. This should be done at all 
timescales, both seasonal and decadal.  
 
It must also be remembered that the particular choice of statistical downscaling scheme may result 
in the introduction of a further source of uncertainty in the final prediction. Since the calibration of 
a statistical downscaling scheme is done by optimising the scheme skill with respect to a particular 
criterion, it may be possible to construct an ensemble of several statistical downscaling schemes 
optimised with respect to different criteria. In the next section, a description is given of the results 
obtained at NMA showing the importance of using an ensemble of optimal statistical downscaling 
schemes in estimating the final probabilistic prediction.  
 
Use of an ensemble of optimal statistical downscaling schemes (NMA)  
 
A statistical downscaling scheme based on Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) has been 
developed at NMA in order to downscale surface minimum and maximum temperature at a group 
of Romanian stations using as large-scale predictor 850hPa temperature (T850) over a larger area. 
The observational datasets used to calibrate and validate the downscaling scheme are the 
NCEP/NCAR re-analysis for the large-scale field, and that of the seasonal mean of daily minimum 
and maximum temperature recorded over the period 1961-2000 at the 26 Romanian stations shown 
in Figure 1 for the local surface data.  
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Figure 1: Location of the 26 Romanian stations with temperature observations. 

 
The period over which station data are available was divided into two parts: 1961-80 and 1981-
2000. All data, both surface and upper air, were detrended before calibration of the statistical 
downscaling scheme, while the downscaled surface outputs were detrended before validation. A 
low-pass filter was applied. The filter consists in applying a Principal Component (PC) analysis to 
all data, and re-constructing each field retaining only some PCs. Each statistical downscaling 
scheme was optimised using as calibration period either 1961-80 or 1981-2000 and using as 
validation period either 1981-2000 or 1961-80 respectively. Optimisation is done by maximising 
the skill of the downscaling scheme, defined as the ratio between the total variance of the 
reconstructed downscaled field and that of the corresponding observational field. The scheme is 
calibrated by changing either the number of PCs retained in the low-pass filter, or the number of 
CCAs, or the area used to define each of these. In the case of minimum temperature, the optimal 
scheme is the same - regardless of the choice of calibration period - while this is not the case for 
maximum temperature.  
 
The sensitivity of downscaled results to the scheme used is illustrated here using a multi-decadal 
climate change example. Each optimal statistical downscaling scheme has been used to downscale 
T850 modelled by the HadAM3H CGCM (Jones et al, 2001) for both ‘present day’  and IPCC A2 
scenario conditions.  The statistically-downscaled changes predicted in this way have been 
compared with those derived from the ICTP RegCM using the same HadAM3H model runs as 
boundary conditions (Gao et al, 2006). It was found that the climate signals derived from both 
downscaling techniques (statistical and dynamical) are similar, but the magnitude of change is 
higher for the statistical downscaling in summer, especially for maximum temperature.  The best 
similarity between the two signals (with respect to magnitude as well as spatial pattern) was found 
for winter minimum temperature (see Figure 2) when the optimum EOF/CCA combination is the 
same for the two subintervals.  In this case, we can say that the uncertainty regarding the local 
temperature changes is lower.  In the case of winter maximum temperature, the optimal EOF/CCA 
combination is different depending on the calibration period used, and the climate change signals 
obtained using the two optimal schemes differ in magnitude. The mean of the two statistically 
downscaled signals is, however, closer to the RegCM climate-change signal.  
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Figure 2: Changes in the winter mean minimum temperature over Romania for the A2 scenario 
and the period 2070-2099 against 1961-1990, derived from RegCM-20 (left) and by statistical 
downscaling (right).  
 
 
4.2 Ver ification of probabilistic downscaled predictions  
 
Once it is decided that the probabilistic approach must be adopted for the production of predictions, 
the whole prediction chain must be modified accordingly, including the verification stage. Although 
the general probabilistic verification tools are similar at all timescales, the particular way in which 
they are applied may be different in seasonal prediction applications compared with decadal 
prediction applications, as explored below.  
 
The verification of high-resolution seasonal ensemble predictions is done by comparing the 
predictions with the observed high-resolution data - without distinguishing between the skill of the 
downscaling scheme and the skill of the large-scale predictions. Verification is done using the 
regular tools used for the validation of ensemble weather predictions at short and medium range. 
Typical tools used to evaluate the performance of seasonal predictions are the Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE), the mean bias, scores based on contingency tables, and the Brier Score. In this case, 
the typical forecast to be beaten is climatology. 
  
In the case of the decadal timescale, the performance of the statistical downscaling model is 
evaluated by comparing the general statistical characteristics of downscaled values derived from 
reanalysis data (i.e., from observed predictors), because in general, no year-to-year correspondence 
can be assumed between control-period model experiments and observed (re-analysed) large-scale 
fields. Typical verification tools are the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), the mean bias and the 
Spearman correlation coefficient. Other ways to validate the downscaled predictions include the 
ability of the downscaled values to reproduce the observed time trends, the seasonal cycle and the 
interannual variability of high-resolution surface fields.  
 
Use of quantiles for verification (MeteoSwiss)  
 
Aggregated parameters (e.g., monthly averages) can be downscaled by mapping the probability 
density function (PDF) of the model climatology on the PDF of the climatology derived from the 
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observations over the same reference period. A simple, non-parametric approach can be based on 
predefined quantiles: e.g. terciles.  The quantiles are calculated for both climatologies. Then the 
probabilities of the actual forecast lying in the corresponding quantiles of the model climatology are 
applied directly to the quantiles of the observed climatology. This approach to probabilistic 
downscaling used by MeteoSwiss is equivalent to what is done to calculate the Brier or Ranked 
Probability Skill scores for verification purposes (Müller et al., 2005; Weigel et al., 2006). 
However, such a downscaling is limited to applications that can make use of forecasts of 
probabilities for predefined quantiles only. Also, a small sample size for the climatology due to a 
short reference period or the need to investigate rare quantiles can increase the uncertainty in the 
determination of the quantile bounds considerably, in particular for the observations. In such cases, 
the use of a mean bias correction might be statistically more efficient.  
 
 
4.3 Cross validation techniques  
 
All statistical downscaling schemes should be developed in cross-validation mode, so as to avoid 
over-fitting. This can be done either using the jack-knife technique, or the calibration-validation 
period technique. The jack-knife technique consists in re-calibrating the statistical downscaling 
scheme every year of the period over which observational data are available, excluding the year to 
be predicted (Michaelsen, 1987). The second method consists in dividing the period over which 
observational data are available in two sub-periods: a calibration and a validation period. The data 
belonging to the first period are used only to calibrate the statistical downscaling scheme, while the 
data belonging to the second are only used to validate the scheme. While the first technique can be 
always applied, the second can be applied only when the observational data cover a sufficiently 
long period (at least several decades). Even in this case, care must be taken before applying the 
validation-calibration period so as to make sure that the long-term variability does not alter non-
linearly the probability distribution of the large-scale phase-space.  
 
Two examples are reported below. In the first, the results obtained using both techniques are 
compared in an application of the CCA statistical downscaling scheme developed by ARPA-SIM. 
In the second, a comparison is done between the skill scores obtained using the validation-
calibration period technique applied to the CCA statistical downscaling scheme developed at NMA, 
but inverting the definition between validation and calibration period so as to check the robustness 
of the downscaling scheme.  
 
Jack-knife vs calibration-validation period (ARPA-SIM)  
 
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) is used to build a statistical downscaling scheme for a group 
of seasonal temperature indices computed at station level using daily minimum and maximum 
temperature data recorded at group of 30 meteorological stations located in Emilia-Romagna, a 
region of Northern Italy (Figure 3).  
 
The temperature indices are: winter averaged minimum temperature (Tnav), 10th percentile of 
winter minimum temperature (Tnq10), summer averaged maximum temperature (Txav) and 90th 
percentile of summer maximum temperature (Txq90). Winter is defined as December to February, 
while summer is June to August. The fields used to define the predictors are the monthly means of 
500 hPa geopotential height (Z500,) T850 and Mean Seal Level Pressure (MSLP) derived from 
NCEP reanalysis, at resolution 2.5° x 2.5°. Both, predictands and predictors cover the period 1958-
2000. 
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Figure 3: Location of temperature stations in Emilia-Romagna, Northern I taly. 
 
 
The scheme has been built in cross-validation mode, using both the jack-knife (CSV) and the 
calibration-validation period technique (CV). The CSV technique has been applied on the full 
period 1958-2000, while for the CV approach, the calibration and validation periods have been 
defined as follows:  

• calibration = 1958-1978 and 1994-2000 (27 years)  
• validation = 1979-1993 (15 years)  

Results obtained using the two different techniques have been compared so as to identify any 
differences between them. The accuracy of the models has been quantified using the following 
criteria: correlation coefficient, model mean bias (BIAS), root-mean-square error between observed 
and modelled data with BIAS removed (RMSE). The performance of both approaches (CSV and 
CV) has been evaluated for the common period 1979-1993 to facilitate the comparison.  
 
For each season, predictand, and cross-validation technique, the CCA statistical downscaling 
scheme has been optimised with respect to the number of EOFs and CCA retained in the scheme, 
and their areas of definition. The skill of the statistical downscaling model evaluated in both cases 
(CSV and CV) reveals that the optimum models for Tnav, Txav, Tnq10 and Txq90 are obtained 
with T850 as predictor and that the optimal spatial window is 55°N-31.5°N; 11.5°W-30.5°E. The 
results also reveal that even if the predictor is the same in both cases, the numbers of EOFs/CCA 
used in the setup of the model are different for the CSV and CV approaches.  
 
Figure 4 shows the skill of the model (for each predictand), selected to be optimum, in terms of 
correlation coefficient, BIAS and RMSE computed between downscaled and observed time series 
(averaged over all stations).  
 
Figure 4 indicates that the CSV and CV schemes present only small differences in terms of 
correlation coefficient. Also the RMSE has similar values, except for Tnq10. With respect to BIAS, 
this tends to have smaller values in the CSV than in the CV case, especially for extreme indices 
(Txq90 and Tnq10). This could be due to the presence of a substantial long-term variability 
component in the time series.  
 
These results suggest that both methods can be used equivalently in the construction of statistical 
downscaling models, but care should be taken that the amplitude of any long-term changes over the 
period considered is small, or that any large trends are removed beforehand.  
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 c)   d) 
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Figure 4: Comparison of skill (correlation, BIAS, RMSE) for CSV and CV schemes applied to 
the CCA downscaling model for temperature in Emilia-Romagna. (a) summer Txav, (b) summer 
Txq90, (c) winter Tnav, (d) winter tnq10.  
 
 
Robustness of statistical downscaling schemes with respect to different calibration-validation period 
definitions (NMA)  
 
The results presented in this section have been obtained using a dataset of winter and summer 
averaged minimum temperature for the period 1961-2000 from 26 Romanian stations (Figure 1). 
  
The statistical downscaling model used is based on ‘perfect prog’  CCA (von Storch et al., 1993; 
Busuioc et al., 2001), applied using T850 as the large-scale predictor. The observational large-scale 
data used to calibrate the model is NCEP/NCAR re-analysis over the same period. As described in 
Section 4.1, long-term linear trends are removed from both predictor and predictand fields before 
calibration, and from the downscaled predictands before validation. This allows assessment of the 
capability of the statistical downscaling model to reproduce the observed linear trend.  PCA is used 
to low-pass filter the data. The performance of the statistical downscaling scheme is found to be 
strongly dependent on the number of PCs retained by the filter, on the number of CCA retained and 
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on the area used for both the PCA and CCA. The number of EOFs/CCAs retained for each 
predictand is selected so as to maximise the model skill (expressed as the ratio between the 
explained variance of the downscaled anomalies and their total observed variance).  
 
Results are shown here for winter average minimum temperatures and two cases: case a - in which 
the scheme is calibrated using data for 1981-2000 and validated over the period 1961-1981; and 
case b) - in which the scheme is calibrated over the period 1961-1981 and validated over the period 
1981-2000. Figure 5 show the maps of the ratios of explained variance in the two cases. Although 
some differences can be noted, the maps show considerable similarity in both the pattern of the field 
and the ratio values. In particular, the performance of the scheme is higher in the eastern/north-
eastern than in the south-western part of the region. In both cases, the ratio reaches its maximum 
value at Barlad (80 for case a and 77 for case b) and close to the minimum at Tg.Jiu (56 for case a 
and 51 for case b).  
 

 
(a)                                                                          (b) 
 
Figure 5: Skill of the CCA statistical downscaling scheme applied to Romanian winter mean 
minimum temperature obtained by (a) calibrating the scheme over the period 1981-2000 and 
validating it over 1961-980 and (b) calibrating over the 1961-1980 period and validating over 
1981-2000.  
 
 
4.4 Per fect prog vs MOS approach for  downscaling seasonal predictions  
 
In the case of seasonal predictions, the calendar correspondence between observed and predicted 
data at seasonal timescales opens up the possibility of choosing between the ‘perfect prog’  and 
MOS approach to the construction of statistical downscaling schemes (see Section 3). It should 
always be possible to adapt the scheme used to either approach, and in principle the skills of the 
final forecasts obtained in each case should be comparable. All the same, some features which 
should be explicitly taken into account when building a scheme using the 'perfect prog' approach 
should be automatically taken care of by the MOS approach. These features include, avoiding over-
fitting due to the presence of dependencies between predicted time series of predictors, definition of 
weights for each model and predictor considered, debiasing and correcting systematic model errors 
in variability, and in general optimising the relation between model large-scale variability and local 
climate variability. For this reason, the MOS approach may lead to the same final result in a more 
straightforward way. In the following, a comparison between the two approaches is shown for the 
multiple linear regression scheme developed by ARPA-SIM for Northern Italy.  
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The multiple-linear regression scheme for high-resolution seasonal forecasts over Northern Italy 
(ARPA-SIM)  
 
The ‘perfect prog’  linear regression scheme described in Pavan et al. (2005) has been applied to 
operational seasonal forecasts run at ECMWF using the ECMWF and UKMO models. The scheme 
selects as possible predictors the first four PCs of Z500 and T850 for a specific region, defined 
using ERA40 data. Predictands are minimum (Tmin) and maximum (Tmax) temperature. 
 
The choice of the region used to define the predictors has been optimised for each season and for 
each predictand for the period over which the forecasts are available (1987-2005) so as to maximise 
the skill of the final product. Model forecasts are obtained by projecting model anomalies with 
respect to ERA40 climate onto each EOF associated with the observed predictors. In order to 
produce the best predictor forecasts, the full multi-model ensemble is used, weighting single 
member predictions depending on the model and on the predictor considered. The weights are 
computed using the Best Linear Unbiased Estimate (BLUE) technique. All results are produced in 
cross-validation mode. Figure 6 shows the anomaly correlation coefficient map for Tmin and Tmax 
between predicted and observed values over the whole period 1987-2005 for autumn, defined as 
SON. 

Figure 6: Anomaly correlation coefficient between observed and predicted high resolution 
autumn Tmax (left) and Tmin (right) over Northern I taly obtained using the ‘perfect prog’  
approach over the period 1987-2005.  
 

 
Figure 7: Anomaly correlation coefficient between observed and predicted high resolution 
autumn Tmax (left) and Tmin (right) over Northern I taly obtained using the MOS approach over 
the period 1987-2005. 
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A MOS linear regression scheme has been built using a similar approach. The possible predictors 
are the same: first n PCs of Z500 and T850 over the same area. The PCs are computed pooling all 
model data together and the number of PCs to be retained is chosen using the ‘elbow’  rule (Wilks, 
1995). The scheme is set up by regressing the model PCs against the first four PCs of each surface 
analysis field over Northern Italy. Linear regression coefficients automatically take into account the 
correlation between large-scale predictors and surface predictands and the weights to be given to 
each model. Not all possible predictors are chosen, but only the subset giving the best prediction 
over the full period. Figure 7 shows the anomaly correlation coefficient map for Tmin and Tmax 
obtained applying this downscaling scheme to the operational autumn predictions over the period 
1987-2005.  
 
Comparing Figure 6 with Figure 7, it is possible to see that the two approaches can be considered 
basically equivalent, although the average skill of the MOS scheme is higher than that obtained 
using the ‘perfect prog’  approach.  
 
4.5 Model weighting and debiasing  
 
All state-of-the-art climate models currently used for seasonal-to-decadal predictions are still unable 
to reproduce precisely the spatial and temporal variability of the observed climate (Palmer et al., 
2004). Since different models are characterised by different error and biases, multi-model 
ensembles may be used to produce model independent statistical forecasts. A number of different 
ways can be used to combine single-model predictions within a multi-model ensemble:  
 

• Produce a simple multi-model ensemble (SMM ) by putting together all the predictions from 
the different models without taking into account the bias (full field) linked to the model 
systematic error, so that the diversity of the models may end up de-biasing the final 
prediction.  

 
• Produce a de-biased multi-model ensemble (DBMM ) using only single-model prediction 

anomalies with respect to each model climate. This procedure automatically removes the 
model systematic error. 

 
• Produce a weighted multi-model ensemble (WMM ) in which the de-biased anomalies for 

each model are weighted depending on the model and on the parameter to be predicted.  

All these techniques have been applied in past research efforts at seasonal and scenario prediction. 
In the following, a description is given of the results produced by three different ENSEMBLES 
groups: the results of ARPA-SIM and of the University of Reading on multi-model seasonal 
predictions obtained using the DEMETER dataset, and the results of ICTP on multi-decadal climate 
change predictions.  
 
Downscaling of seasonal forecasts: model weighting vs model de-biasing (ARPA-SIM)  
 
Two key issues in the production of ‘perfect prog’  statistically downscaled seasonal predictions are 
the reliability and the skill of the predictions for the large-scale indices used as inputs to the 
statistical downscaling model. In the following, an example is given of the impact of using different 
techniques for the construction of multi-model ensemble predictions of the large-scale indices in a 
multi-linear regression ‘perfect prog’  model applied to DEMETER large-scale seasonal forecasts in 
order to produce high-resolution seasonal forecasts for Northern Italy. In this statistical downscaling 
model, the possible large-scale indices (the predictors) are the first four PCs of the covariance 
matrix of Z500 over the region 40oW-40oE, 30oN-60oN and the first four PCs of the covariance 
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matrix of T850 north of 20oN. Predictions are presented for the period 1974-2000 - which is 
covered simultaneously by model predictions and by high-resolution observational analysis. Multi-
model ensembles are obtained from the single-model ensemble member predictions for each 
predictor by combining them in the three different ways defined above, i.e., SMM, DBMM and 
WMM ensembles.  
 
The first two rows of Table 3 show the correlation between observations and the multi-model 
ensemble mean and Brier Score for the second PC of Z500 over the region. In order to compute the 
Brier Score all events have been categorised into two groups consisting of the events characterised 
by positive and negative values of the PC respectively. This predictor represents a dipole between 
Northern Europe and the central Northern Atlantic - a very important pattern for Tmax variability 
over Northern Italy. The Table also shows prediction results obtained using climatology - which can 
be considered the simplest possible prediction to be beaten. The use of model predictions always 
produces a substantial improvement with respect to climatology, both in terms of correlation and 
Brier Score. The use of the DBMM ensemble produces an improvement with respect to the SMM 
ensemble in terms of Brier Score, while the WMM ensemble gives better results with respect to 
DBMM only in terms of correlation. 
  

 Climate SMM DBMM WMM 

r PC2-Z500 0.00 0.40 0.40 0.48 

BS PC2-Z500 0.54 0.26 0.23 0.23 

r  PC1-Tmax 0.00 0.68 0.68 0.65 

BS PC1-Tmax 0.42 0.25 0.19 0.17 

 
Table 3: Correlations (r) and Brier Scores (BS) for the predictions of PC2-Z500 and PC1-Tmax 
obtained using as forecasts: climate, the SMM ensemble, the DBMM ensemble or the WMM 
ensemble. Brier Scores are for two groups of events characterised by positive/negative values of the 
PC respectively. 
 
These predictions are used within the statistical downscaling model to obtain predictions for 
summer maximum temperature (Tmax). Figure 8 shows results for the most important predictand of 
summer Tmax - its first principal component over Northern Italy. The use of the SMM ensemble of 
predictors produces a forecast which is substantially biased on average and has very low interannual 
variability -  but is apparently reliable in that the maximum spread of the ensemble always covers 
the observed anomalies (Figure 8a). By definition, the bias is removed in the prediction based on 
the DBMM ensemble (Figure 8b). Figure 8b also shows that the reliability obtained from the use of 
the SMM ensemble is artificial and linked to the presence of strong model biases. Figure 8c, 
obtained using the WMM ensemble, shows a completely different prediction. In this case the 
prediction is not biased (by definition) and the reliability of the forecasts, together with the 
representation of the amplitude of the interannual variability, are improved, although the correlation 
between ensemble mean and observations is comparable to that of the SMM ensemble. These 
results lead to a substantial improvement of the Brier Score (third and fourth rows of Table 3), 
although little change is observed in the correlation.  
 
These results show the superiority of the WMM ensemble with respect to both the SMM and 
DBMM ensembles in producing ensemble seasonal predictions.  
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Figure 8: Predictions for first PC of summer Tmax over Northern I taly using a) SMM ensemble, 
b) DBMM ensemble and c) WMM ensemble. Red lines represent observed values, blue lines the 
multi-model ensemble mean predictions, while green dots represent the single forecasts. 
 
 
The Forecast Assimilation method for seasonal predictions (University of Reading)  
 
A Bayesian approach has been used to downscale DEMETER seasonal predictions to produce 
predictions of seasonal mean rainfall anomalies for November-December-January (NDJ) over the 
Paraná River basin in South America. Coelho et al. (2004) developed the method to combine 
single-model ensemble predictions with historical (empirical) data in order to produce calibrated 
probabilistic forecasts of a single variable (the Niño-3.4 index). Stephenson et al. (2005) 
generalised the method for many variables and to deal with more than one model. The generalized 
method has been termed ‘ forecast assimilation’  by the authors because of its parallels with data 
assimilation. Forecast assimilation allows the probability distribution of an observable variable (e.g. 
a climatological observed distribution or an empirical model distribution) to be updated using 
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ensemble model predictions. The method allows simultaneous performance of calibration, 
combination and downscaling.  
 
However, when dealing with gridded datasets, because of co-linearity among neighbouring grid 
points, dimension-reduction techniques need to be applied prior to performing forecast assimilation. 
In the application presented in Coelho et al. (2006), the dimensionality of the problem is reduced by 
producing predictions using the first three leading maximum covariance modes between 
observations and coupled model predictions over South America. The fact that seasonal climate 
over some regions of South America is potentially predictable on seasonal time scales is considered 
an important first condition for the application of the method (a condition which may not be 
applicable in other regions).  
 
Figure 9 compares time series of the mean NDJ rainfall anomaly obtained from the direct model 
output (i.e. raw/uncalibrated) simple multi-model (SMM) composed by the ECMWF, Meteo-France 
and UK Met Office coupled models (panel a) and after these forecasts are calibrated, combined and 
downscaled using the forecast assimilation method (FA) (panel b).  

Figure 9: a) Multi-model (i.e. raw, uncalibrated predictions) and b) forecast assimilation three-
month lead 1959-2001 cross-validated seasonal (NDJ) mean rainfall anomaly forecasts (mm/day) 
for the Paranà River basin. Mean predicted anomaly (solid line), observed anomaly (dashed line) 
and 95% prediction interval (grey shading). From Coelho et al. (2006).  
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Forecast assimilation improves the results in many ways. First, it improves the agreement between 
the observations and the ensemble mean predictions by increasing the correlation (Figure 9) and 
reducing the mean squared error (Table 4). Secondly, it improves the reliability of the forecasts in 
that fewer observations fall outside the 95% interval (Figure 9). Finally, FA forecasts have larger 
forecast uncertainty estimate and a smaller Brier Score than SMM predictions (Table 4), indicating 
that FA forecasts are better calibrated than SMM forecasts.  
 

 
 
 
  

MSE 
(mm2) 

Correlation Uncertainty 
(mm) 

Br ier  
Score 

SMM 0.37 0.57 0.39 0.22 

FA 0.21 0.74 0.42 0.17 

 
Table 4: Skill and uncertainty measures of three-month lead November-December-January 1959-
2001 rainfall anomaly predictions for the Paranà River basin. Mean squared error (MSE) in mm2, 
correlation, mean predicted uncertainty in mm, Brier score for the event ‘ rainfall anomaly less than 
or equal to zero’ . 
 
 
The REA method for multi-model climate change ensemble predictions (ICTP)  
 
Model weighting is the key ingredient of the ‘Reliability Ensemble Averaging’  (REA) method 
which has been proposed by Giorgi and Mearns (2002) and has been used to reduce the uncertainty 
range and increase the reliability of the projections of future regional climate change scenarios. 
Weights are defined separately for each model, each variable and each region considered. The 
definition of the weights takes into account simultaneously model performance and model 
convergence by defining them as inversely proportional to both averaged model bias over the region 
considered and distance between the mean change predicted by the model over the chosen region 
and the REA average change. This last component of the weight is computed through a quickly 
converging iterative process. It is noticed that, in general, model performance and convergence are 
not related with each other. Finally, the weights are defined as proportional also to the square of the 
natural variability of the considered parameter over the region.  
 
The reliability range is defined as equal to the REA average plus or minus the root REA mean 
square distance of the changes. If the actual PDF of the changes is somewhere between Gaussian 
and uniform, the chosen reliability range can be interpreted as approximately representing a 
confidence interval of 60% to 70%.  
 
Results are presented for 22 global regions into which all inhabited continents have been divided for 
convenience and climate affinity (see Figure 10 for the definition of these regions).  
 
In Figure 11, REA results for the A2 scenario and for winter (DJF) temperature (Figure 11a) and 
precipitation (Figure 11b) are compared with simple multi-model results for each of the 22 regions. 
From these Figures it can be seen that the full range of single-model predicted changes (dotted 
lines) is highly variable from region to region and presents pronounced maxima over mid and high 
latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere. REA mean changes differ from simple multi-model mean 
changes by few tenths to 1K for temperature and by few tenths to 10% for precipitation. The 
uncertainty range of the climate predictions is in most cases narrower for the REA method due to 
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the filtering out of model outliers and/or strongly biased models. In the case of temperature, locally, 
the reduction can be greater than 50% of the original simple multi-model uncertainty.  
 
The REA method is currently being revised as part of ICTP ENSEMBLES work (see RT2B 
deliverable D2B.6). The new version is expected to use a new definition of model weights, 
depending not only on observed natural variability on model performance - in terms of bias, but 
also on model performance in terms of ability in reproducing the observed interannual variability 
and trends. The convergence criterion is no longer used. The resulting new technique is going to be 
used as a post-processing tool to evaluate predicted multi-model ensemble climate change under 
scenario conditions and the reliability of the resulting multi-model statistical climate predictions 
produced within the ENSEMBLE project.  
 

 
 
Figure 10: Regions used in the REA analysis presented here.  Giorgi and Francisco (2000) 
provide the regions’  definitions in terms of latitude and longitude.  
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(a) 

 
 
(b) 
 

 
Figure 11: REA average change (dark circles) and corresponding upper and lower REA 
uncertainty limits (continuous lines), ensemble average changes (open circles), and 
corresponding six rmsd (dashed lines), maximum and minimum changes simulated by individual 
models in the ensemble (MAX/MIN, dotted lines), and estimated natural variability values (VAR, 
bold dotted line) for the A2 scenario over the 22 regions of Figure 10: (a) DJF temperature (in 
K); (b) DJF precipitation (%  change). 
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Section 4.5 conclusions  
 
Model weighting is considered preferable both to the simple multi-model approach and to de-
biasing without weights, as it allows multi-model seasonal ensemble predictions to be improved in 
different ways. In the case of seasonal predictions, it improves the correlation between observations 
and the multi-model ensemble mean predictions, reduces substantially the Brier Score, and 
increases the reliability of the forecasts. In the case of climate predictions, it allows reduction of the 
uncertainty of the forecasts and the influence of the outliers (though it should be noted that the 
convergence criterion will not be used in the ENSEMBLES REA revision).  
 
From the examples presented here, it is clear that it is preferable if weights are chosen not only as a 
function of the model considered, but also of the region. Different models may have very different 
performances over the same region, but also the same model may perform very differently over 
different regions. The issue of weighting is discussed further in RT2B deliverable D2B.8. 
 
A further conclusion is that while for seasonal forecasts it is possible to validate the predictions 
year-by-year, for decadal forecasts it is necessary to validate the prediction focusing on its statistical 
properties over this longer timescale. Although applying the REA technique - which has been built 
to be used on climate change (i.e., multi-decadal to centennial) timescales - to seasonal predictions 
is possible (see Section 8), it may not be optimal without modification because it does not exploit 
all the information on the forecast quality available on this shorter forecasting timescale. It should 
also be noted that the REA method has been developed for RCM-based climate change scenarios 
and this approach has not yet been applied to statistically-downscaled scenarios.  
 
4.6 Dependence of results on observational data-set resolution  
 
Downscaling results, that is the final high-resolution prediction, may change substantially as a 
function of the characteristics and the density of the Observational Network (ON) used to set up the 
statistical downscaling model. The issues to be considered in relation with this problem are two:  

• The robustness of results with respect to ON density  
• The dependence of results on sampling  

The first issue relates to that fact that the statistical downscaling model may not be robust if the ON 
has a lower dimensionality than the parameters to be predicted, in the spatial or temporal 
dimension. In this case, the parameters of the statistical downscaling model may change in response 
to small changes in the number of stations considered, thus influencing the amplitude of the final 
prediction at all stations considered.  
 
The second issue relates to the fact that the final statistical downscaling result may not represent 
properly the spatial or temporal resolution of the downscaled variable if the ON does not correctly 
sample the parameter dimensionality. In this case, the final high-resolution forecast may be 
incorrect.  
 
Two examples exploring these issues are presented below. The first example refers to the 
application of a CCA downscaling method to the production of local temperature climate change 
scenarios in Emilia-Romagna, the second to the application of a linear regression scheme to 
seasonal prediction over Northern Italy.  
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Robustness of the CCA downscaling method with respect to ON resolution (ARPA-SIM)  
 
The CCA downscaling method has been used to produce temperature scenarios at a group of local 
observational stations located in Emilia-Romagna, a region in Northern Italy (Tomozeiu et al., 
2006). The statistical downscaling model is set up and validated using NCEP/NCAR re-analysis 
large-scale data and daily minimum and maximum temperature station data. The model is trained 
over the period 1958-1978 and 1994-2000, while predictions are done for the period 1979-1993. 
Finally, the model is applied to both present day (control) and future (A2 scenario) HadAM3P 
GCM data made available within the STARDEX project 
(http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/projects/stardex) so as to evaluate the possible future climate change over 
the region. 
  
The exercise is repeated three times:  

• using 8 stations to set up the model and evaluating the results on the same 8 stations 
(‘8from8’ )  

• using 32 stations to set up the model and evaluating the results on 8 stations (‘8from32’ )  
• using 32 stations to set up the model and evaluating the results on the same 32 stations 

(‘32from32’ )  

Figure 12 shows the maps for the two sets of 8 stations and of 32 stations at which daily minimum 
and maximum temperature are available for the whole period from 1958 to 2000. 
 

 
Figure 12: Map of the stations used to build and validate the statistical downscaling model over 
Emilia-Romagna (Northern I taly).  Set of 8 stations (left) and set of 32 stations (right). 
 
The skill of the model is evaluated by computing the mean over all stations expressed in terms of 
Spearman correlation. Figure 13 shows the skill for Tmin and Tmax for summer and autumn.  
 
The sensitivity of the skill to changes in the number of stations used to set up the model (difference 
between ‘8from8’  and ‘8from32’) is greater than, or at most comparable to, the sensitivity to 
changes in the number of stations at which the prediction is evaluated (difference between 
‘8from32’  and ‘32from32’). Furthermore, for the example reported here, if the skill of the model is 
evaluated at a subset of the stations used to set it up, in general its skill is smaller when the number 
of stations is substantially reduced. An exception is the skill of autumn Tmax, when the skill 
computed for 32 stations is smaller than that computed using only 8 stations. This is due to the 
presence of three stations at which the model presents very low skill due either to some local factor 
influencing the temperature variability, or to the quality of the observed data. 
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If the climate change is evaluated in each case, the prediction averaged over all stations is as shown 
in Figure 14.  
 

Spearman correlation between downscaled data ( with 
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Figure 13: Spearman correlation between forecast and observed data for Emilia-Romagna Tmin 
(left) and Tmax (right) for summer (JJA) and autumn (SON).  
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Figure 14: Mean predicted changes over Emilia-Romagna for the A2 scenario for summer (JJA) 
and autumn (SON). Tmin (left)  and  Tmax (right).  
 
From Figure 14, it is clear that the sensitivity to the number of stations used to set up the model is 
much greater than to the number of stations used to evaluate the climate change. In particular, in 
this example, the variation in the mean prediction due to a change in the number of stations used to 
set up the model is of the same order of magnitude as the predicted change. This suggests that the 
ON density is of great relevance to the reliability and robustness of the statistical downscaling 
model.  
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Dependence of skill of statistically-downscaled seasonal predictions over Northern Italy to ON 
density (ARPA-SIM)  
 
The ‘perfect prog’  linear regression scheme described in Section 4.4 used to obtain high-resolution 
seasonal predictions of precipitation over Northern Italy by applying it to the DEMETER large-
scale predictional dataset has been set up using two different high-resolution precipitation analyses:  

• the MAP analysis (Frei and Schär, 1998), covering the period 1966-92  
• the UCEA analysis (Girolama and Libertà, 1990), covering the period 1971-2005  

Both datasets have an horizontal resolution close to 30 km, but have been computed using different 
observational data. The station network used to compute the MAP analysis is described in the MAP 
official site (http://www.map.meteoswiss.ch/map-doc/rr_clim.htm#Database).  
 
For the UCEA analysis, the only information available is that the number of stations used to 
produce the analysis is about 40 stations homogeneously distributed over Northern Italy. This 
means that the amount of information used to produce the analysis is much smaller than in the case 
of the MAP dataset.  
 
Due to the high density of stations, the skill of the downscaling scheme set up using the MAP 
analysis has a high spatial variability. In order to reduce this problem, the analysis was filtered 
using Principal Component Analysis applied to a window covering Northern Italy and retaining 
only the first four EOFs. Figures 15 and 16 show the Anomaly Correlation Coefficient (ACC) 
between the high-resolution ensemble mean prediction and each analysis for each season, for the 
MAP and the UCEA datasets respectively. Although the spatial patterns of the ACC maps are 
similar for each season, the ACC values for the UCEA-based analysis are much smaller, becoming 
close to zero in some regions.  

Figure 15: Map of anomaly correlation coefficient of ensemble mean high-resolution seasonal 
prediction of precipitation over Northern I taly for all seasons, obtained using the EOF filtered 
MAP analysis.  
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Figure 16: Map of anomaly correlation coefficient of ensemble mean high-resolution seasonal 
prediction of precipitation over Northern I taly for all seasons, obtained using the EOF filtered 
UCEA analysis.  
 
 
4.7 Dependence of results on choice of predictors  
 
The skill of statistical downscaling schemes depends crucially on the choice of large-scale 
predictors. Thus it is always necessary to optimise the performance of each scheme with respect to 
this choice (whilst avoiding over-fitting), for each application considered. Changes in the timescale 
of the prediction to be issued, or in the definition of the period over which the scheme is calibrated, 
or in the choice of predictands to be downscaled may all lead to changes in the optimal definition of 
the predictors (as has already been demonstrated by some of the examples presented in earlier 
sections of this report). 
 
In the following, a specific example of this dependence is presented, using the multiple-linear 
regression downscaling schemes developed at ARPA-SIM. Table 5a shows results for downscaling 
Tmax, while Table 5b shows results for Tmin. In the second row, are shown the optimal area of 
definition of the predictors used within a ‘perfect prog’  CCA scheme used to downscale 
temperature over Emilia-Romagna using a Calibration-Validation period approach (see Section 
4.3). In the remaining rows, are presented the results obtained within the framework of seasonal 
forecasting using a jack-knife cross-validation approach. In the third row, are presented the optimal 
area of definition of Z500 and T850 predictors used to downscale DEMETER autumn seasonal 
forecasts over the period 1974-2001 using a ‘perfect prog’  technique. In the fourth row, are 
presented the optimal area of definition of Z500 and T850 predictors used to downscale the 
operational autumn seasonal forecast over the period 1987-2005, using a ‘perfect prog’  technique. 
In the fifth row, are presented the optimal area of definition of Z500 and T850 predictors used to 
downscale the operational autumn seasonal forecast over the period 1987-2005, using a MOS 
technique.  
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It can be seen that, although in some cases for different choices of the period or of the type of 
scheme, the areas of definition chosen for the optimal scheme are similar, this is not true in most 
cases.  Thus it is clear that the optimal predictor scheme is highly dependent on user choices. 
 
 (a)       (b) 
 

Tmax Z500 T850  Tmin Z500 T850 

CCA  
‘per fect prog’  

N/A 35W-35E 
30N-60N 

 CCA  
‘per fect prog’  

N/A 35W-35E 
30N-60N 

  DEMETER 
‘per fect prog’  

40W-60E 
20N-80N 

0-360 
20N-90N 

   DEMETER 
‘per fect prog’  

90W-60E 
40N-90N 

0-360 
20N-90N 

OPER 
‘per fect prog’   

0-360 
40N-90N 

90W-90E 
20N-90N 

 OPER 
‘per fect prog’   

90W-60E 
40N-90N 

0-360 
20N-90N 

OPER 
MOS 

0-360 
40N-90N 

10W-60E 
30N-70N 

 OPER 
MOS 

40W-60E 
20N-80N 

90W-90E 
20N-90N 

 
Table 5:  Dependence of optimal predictor schemes on user choices. Results based on the ARPA-
SIM multiple-linear regression downscaling schemes. (a) Tmax, (b) Tmin.  See text for explanation. 

 
 
5. An ENSEMBLES test application   

The ENSEMBLES Statistical Downscaling Portal (SDP) is being developed by INM and UC (for 
more details see http://www.meteo.unican.es/ensembles). The aim of this tool is to maximize the 
exploitation of the project's results by linking the outputs of climate predictions to a range of end-
user applications (in particular, in ENSEMBLES RT6). These applications usually require 
meteorological inputs (precipitation, temperature, etc.) in special high-resolution grids, or station 
networks, which are not directly provided by the global circulation models (see Section 2). As 
discussed in Section 3 and demonstrated in Section 4, the statistical downscaling process required to 
adapt model outputs to end-user demands is technically complex and may be a bottleneck for end-
users. Thus the SDP has been designed to facilitate this task through a user-friendly Web portal, so 
that end-users can obtain their downscaled data in a transparent form not worrying about the 
technical details of the downscaling techniques nor the data formats used in the whole process. 
However, the SDP should not be thought of as a black-box for end-users, since this could result in 
unreliable outputs or inappropriate use of the downscaled data. Thus it is necessary that the portal is 
equipped with a user support system which guides the user through an appropriate itinerary, 
providing support and usage guidelines. Special emphasis has to be paid to those aspects of the 
process where particular input or judgement is required from the user, e.g., predictor variable 
selection and choice of calibration/validation approach/period.  

A first prototype for seasonal-to-decadal timescales has already been developed (outlined in RT2B 
deliverable D2B.4).  The structure of this portal is shown in Figure 17.  

The features of this first prototype are:  

a) Two sets of predictands. (i) Observations in a 0.5 by 0.5 grid over Europe provided by JRC. (ii) 
Observations from a selected set of European stations provided by the European Climate 
Assessment and Dataset (ECA&D – http://eca.knmi.nl).  

b) ERA40 and NCEP reanalysis fields over Europe (predictors).  
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c) DEMETER seasonal-to-decadal outputs from UKMO, MPI and ECMWF models and from 
ENSEMBLES seasonal-to-decadal Stream 1 simulations.  

d) Two different statistical downscaling approaches: an analog technique (Gutiérrez et al. 2005) and 
a weather generator (Feddersen and Andersen, 2005).  

 

Figure 17. Schema of the components of the ENSEMBLES downscaling portal. GCM forecasts 
(seasonal-to-decadal and climatic change timescales, from DEMETER and ENSEMBLES 
RT2A) will be downscaled to local stations (or uniform observation grids) by end-users 
(including those in ENSEMBLES RT6) using any of the available statistical downscaling 
algorithms (e.g., those developed in ENSEMBLES RT2B). The entire process will be performed 
from a web browser in a transparent form, obtaining text or Excel files as output.  

The best way to identify any weak points of the portal, as well as those aspects where input from 
users is required, is to run some demonstration tests with a selected group of users. The first such  
test application has been started in collaboration with JRC (an ENSEMBLES RT6 partner). JRC is 
interested in crop yield modelling and forecasting, particularly at seasonal timescales. Crop 
modelling requires a large number of different variables to be downscaled: maximum and minimum 
temperature, mean daily vapour pressure, mean daily wind speed at 10 m, mean daily rainfall, 
Penman potential evaporation and daily global radiation (see Section 2). JRC have run a number of 
different downscaling experiments in the portal - defining different areas and predictors in order to 
jointly downscale the different variables required (using the analog downscaling technique which is 
the most appropriate for their application). Figure 18 shows the geographical area and the grid 
points used in the study.  A journal paper describing the test application in detail will be produced  
(RT2B deliverable D2B.23, due August 2007). 

The first lesson learnt from the collaboration with JRC is that the portal support system should 
provide users with advise about the different options available and issues that need to be considered 
when selecting and evaluating an appropriate set of predictors for a given variable to be 
downscaled.  Thus work has started on production of “Guidelines for the use of the ENSEMBLES 
Statistical Downscaling Portal”  which will contain the most important recommendations and good 
practice guidance for users (included issues identified in this deliverable). The guidelines will build 
on earlier work by the IPCC (Wilby et al., 2004) and the STARDEX project (in particular the 
STARDEX deliverable D16 ‘Recommendations on the more robust statistical and dynamical 
downscaling methods for the construction of scenarios of extremes’  which can be downloaded from 
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http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/projects/stardex/deliverables/D16/D16_Summary.pdf). The 
ENSEMBLES SDP guidelines will be provided dynamically, step-by-step, by the portal support 
system.  

A number of modifications have already been implemented in the ENSEMBLES SDP as a result of 
issues identified during the test application.  For example, it is now possible to select all ensemble 
members for downscaling, rather than having to downscale each member individually.  Further 
modifications will be implemented in an extended version of the ENSEMBLES SDP (RT2B 
deliverable D2B.19, month 30). 

 

Figure 18. Geographical area and grid points used in the crop model test application by JRC.  

 

6. Observational data for  the ENSEMBLES study areas  
 

It is evident from the previous sections of this deliverable that the tools and technical expertise 
required to meet the need for statistical downscaling of seasonal-to-decadal hindcasts in 
ENSEMBLES are available. The extent to which this need can be fully met within the lifetime of 
the project is, however, dependent on the availability of staff time and appropriate observed data for 
the regions and spatial/temporal scales of interest to users (Table 1). 
 
Table 6 indicates the observed data available to ENSEMBLES RT6 partners with an interest in 
seasonal-to-decadal applications.  In a number of cases, datasets are available but not in the public 
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domain. This is not a problem, since the extended version of the ENSEMBLES SDP will allow 
users to upload their own datasets, without them becoming accessible to other users. 
 
It is clear, however, that there is a mismatch between user needs (Table 1) and available data (Table 
6), particularly for Africa and India. The need for appropriate observed data for calibration and 
validation is one of the limitations of statistical downscaling (see Section 3).  Data availability is 
generally less of an issue for Europe than for other regions.  However, prediction skill on seasonal-
to-decadal timescales is generally lower for Europe than for some other regions of the world. 
 
Table 6: Observed data that could be used as a downscaling target (i.e., as predictands) for 
ENSEMBLES seasonal-to-decadal applications. T: temperature; P: precipitation. 
 
ENSEMBLES 
WP6.3 partner 

Region of 
interest  

Data held  Is the data in the public 
domain? 

Data required – 
brief outline 

UNILIV 
 

Regions in 
Africa – large 
scale e.g. West 
and southern 

1. Limited daily 
African weather 
station data 

1. No, held on licence Daily observed or 
tens km scale 
gridded T and P for 
regions in Africa  

UREADMM India Limited daily T 
and P from station 
data 

No Daily observed or 
tens km scale 
gridded T and P for 
regions in India 

ARPA-SIM Northern Italy Gridded P from 
MAP. 
Gridded T from 
UCEA. 

No, but available from 
Zurich Polytechnic 
University (MAP data) 
and from UCEA, Rome 

Daily P, Tmax and 
Tmin on a 10 km 
grid 

EDF France 1. P data over 50 
watersheds in 
France 
2. Station T2m 
data  
3. French 
electricity 
consumption 

1. No 
 
 
2. No, Meteo-France 
licensed data 
3. Yes, partly 
 

 

 
*  Indicates a response but no input to table cell. 
 
 

7. Conclusions, final recommendations and proposals for  fur ther  work   
 

From the discussion in Sections 2 and 3, it is clear that the evaluation of the impacts of climate 
change or climate variability at interannual or interdecadal timescales, can be done using state-of-
the-art climate prediction models only after their output is properly downscaled over the region(s) 
of interest.  
 
The advantages of the use of the statistical approach in downscaling large-scale climate predictions 
are several. The first advantage relies on the fact that statistical downscaling schemes require 
relatively small computational resources compared with dynamical approaches. Secondly, if applied 
correctly, they are able to remove from the large-scale GCM output model errors and biases, or at 
least reduce their impact on the final local climate prediction. 
  
Within ENSEMBLES RT2B, a web portal has been set up which allows users to choose a method 
of statistical downscaling and produce high-resolution predictions either using as predictands (target 
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data) observational datasets already mounted on the server or data uploaded by the user. The 
simplicity of the tools should not mislead end-users. This report (together with the test application 
outlined in Section 5) demonstrates that notwithstanding the advantages and the apparent simplicity 
of the tools made available, in order to obtain high-quality results, it is always necessary to 
remember that statistical downscaling schemes must be applied with much care at every step.  
 
It has been shown that with respect to the application of statistical downscaling schemes, the 
characteristics of seasonal predictions are intrinsically different from those of decadal prediction so 
that it is impossible to produce a unique optimal procedure for statistical downscaling independent 
of the timescale of the predictions, once the type of statistical method to be used has been chosen. 
This implies that a ‘seamless’  system for producing predictions across all timescales is not possible. 
 
Nonetheless, all ‘perfect prog’  statistical downscaling techniques can be applied to GCM prediction 
at all timescales once the scheme has been appropriately adapted and optimised. This is so because 
‘perfect prog’  downscaling schemes do not require a perfect space-time correspondence between 
modelled large-scale anomalies and surface local climate anomalies. This is not the case for the 
Model Output Statistics (MOS) statistical downscaling schemes. In this case, it is necessary that the 
space-time correspondence between modelled large-scale anomalies and observed local climate 
anomalies is highly statistically significant. For this reason, MOS schemes can only be applied to 
seasonal or shorter timescale predictions. And they suffer the disadvantage of requiring re-
calibration whenever a new GCM version is introduced. 
  
All statistical downscaling schemes must always be optimised before use for each specific 
application. In particular, care must be taken that predictor and predictands are chosen and defined 
in such a way as to optimise the skill of the prediction (but avoiding over-fitting).  
 
It is always necessary to apply downscaling results within the framework of probabilistic 
predictions. It is possible to optimise each statistical downscaling scheme with respect to different 
skill measures. This leads to the identification of different optimal downscaling schemes for the 
same application, possibly leading to slightly different predictions. For this reason, it is 
recommended not only to apply a single optimal statistical downscaling scheme to all large-scale 
single member ensemble predictions, but also to produce ensembles of optimal statistical 
downscaling schemes so as to take into account the uncertainty associated with the identification of 
the skill used to optimise the schemes. This recommendation applies to all timescales and builds on  
the STARDEX recommendation ‘ to use a range of the better statistical downscaling methods for the 
construction of scenarios of extremes, just as it is recommended good practice to use a range of 
global and regional climate models in order to reflect a wider range of the uncertainties’  (Goodess 
et al. 2006).    
 
When designing the large-scale prediction system to be used for producing local climate predictions 
it is also very important to allow for the use of multi-model ensemble predictions. The applications 
presented here have shown the superiority of the multi-model approach once weights are assigned 
to each model, with respect to the plain multi-model ensemble or with respect to large single-model 
ensembles. The way in which weights are estimated and applied can be different depending on the 
particular application considered and on the timescale of the prediction. In the case of decadal or 
climate change scenario predictions, weights must depend on the general statistical characteristics 
of the large-scale variability of the model considered.  
 
From the examples presented here, it has been shown that approaches which allow weighting each 
model prediction depending on the large-scale pattern or on the region to be considered produce 
higher quality results with respect to other approaches. This is due to the large spatial variability of 
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the performance of GCMs. In the case of seasonal predictions, the computation of the weights can 
take advantage of the close space-time correspondence between the sequence of modelled and 
observed anomalies. This allows a choice of weights which results in singling out the predicted 
signal to be downscaled from the general noise produced by the models. Problems may arise, 
however, if the weights are not sufficiently robust or stable (Doblas-Reyes et al., 2005). 
 
The use of the MOS approach implicitly takes into account model weighting and reduces the 
incidence of over-fitting in multi-model ensembles. For this reason, the MOS type of statistical 
downscaling schemes are considered preferable to ‘perfect prog’  schemes. However, as noted 
above, they can only be applied to seasonal or shorter timescale predictions.  
 
The fact that statistical downscaling schemes are less computationally expensive compared to 
dynamical downscaling models makes it easier to apply them to ensemble prediction.  But, they can 
only be applied in areas with sufficient observed data for calibration and validation (and these areas 
may not coincide with the regions of predictive skill on seasonal-to-decadal timescales). Although 
dynamical downscaling is not dependent on the availability of observed data, sufficient data for 
validation (and, where appropriate, for the development of weighting and bias correction schemes) 
is of course desirable. 
 
When applying any statistical downscaling scheme, it is also important to use the proper cross-
validation technique compatible with the characteristics and sample size of the statistical population 
of the observational and predictional dataset to be used to calibrate the model. When long 
observational and predictional datasets are available, it is possible to use a calibration-validation 
period technique, while in all other cases it is necessary to use the jack-knife technique.  
 
Finally, it must be remembered that the dimensionality of the observational dataset to be used in the 
calibration of the statistical downscaling scheme must be sufficient in order to describe the spatio-
temporal variability of the field to be downscaled. The use of observational datasets which are 
unable to resolve appropriately the phenomena whose time variability the scheme is supposed to 
describe (for example due to low-spatial resolution of the dataset) may result in an inadequacy of 
the final product and in the introduction of errors and biases in the high-resolution climate forecasts.  

Working on this deliverable has brought together a number of people from the ENSEMBLES 
climate change and seasonal-to-decadal applications and downscaling communities. Thus it has 
allowed RT2B to meet milestone M2B.9 - Improved integration of work on seasonal-to-decadal and 
climate change timescales and enhanced communication with the ENSEMBLES seasonal-to-
decadal research community, as evidenced by the production of a joint RT2B/RT6 deliverable. 

It is anticipated that seasonal-to-decadal downscaling issues, including those raised in this 
deliverable, will be addressed on an on-going basis as part of RT2B work, for example, as part of 
RT2B deliverables D2B.14 (Recommendations for the modification of statistical downscaling 
methods for the construction of probabilistic scenarios), D2B.18 (Technical protocol for the 
construction of ENSEMBLES statistical downscaling and scenario generator tools) and D2B.26 
(Recommendations and guidance on methods for the construction of probabilistic regional climate 
scenarios).  As part of work on these future deliverables, it is recommended that these two issues be 
considered: 

•••• Whether model weighting and de-biasing techniques developed for seasonal-to-decadal 
predictions (e.g., SMM, DBMM, WMM – see Section 4.5) can be modified for use with climate 
change predictions 
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•••• Whether the REA approach developed for dynamically-downscaled climate change predictions 
(see Section 4.5) can be used for statistically-downscaled predictions (a broader issue for 
RT2B) and optimised for shorter timescales (the question of interest here). Work on the latter 
topic could be twofold: 

 
o Adapt the REA method to take into account the predictability of seasonal forecasts. 
 
o Use the seasonal forecasts to validate the REA method itself, which implies  applying it as it 

is defined for the climate change problem, but using seasonal forecast simulations. The 
advantage is that the outcome (in particular the reliability of the predictions) can be verified 
and compared to a simple multi-model scheme. 

The latter proposal raises the question as to whether weights developed for seasonal forecasting 
timescales can be developed and used as they are on multi-decadal climate change timescales. 
Related to this is the question as to whether the statistical characteristics of a long climate run are 
the same as for a many seasons forecasting run?  Another related issue is the relative stability and 
robustness of both the model weights and the parameters of the statistical downscaling model.  

While this deliverable has focused on statistical downscaling, it is noted that INM have already used 
dynamical downscaling (RCA version 3) to downscale a number of ENSEMBLES seasonal forecast 
stream 1 simulations (the output from these European RCM simulations is being archived in MARS 
at ECMWF).  Depending on available resources, these simulations will continue.  Eventually, a 
comparison of dynamical and statistically downscaled forecasts will take place (as done in the 
DEMETER project). 

The contributors to this deliverable consider it important that the links established between the 
various communities are maintained and, where possible, developed during the remainder of 
ENSEMBLES lifetime.  As part of this effort, it is proposed to produce a journal paper on the test 
application of the downscaling portal for seasonal crop yield forecasts (RT2B deliverable D2B.23, 
month 36) which will again require inputs from RT2B and RT6 partners.  It is proposed that this 
paper will include an evaluation of the added value of downscaling, i.e., an intercomparison of the 
skill between application models driven by downscaled and non-downscaled ensemble predictions. 

Participation in events such as the cross-cutting workshop session on end-to-end applications 
planned for the 2006 ENSEMBLES General Assembly will also help to communicate and develop 
the joint work presented in this deliverable.  Thus this deliverable is seen as an evolving document 
and the starting point for further discussion and input particularly from the ENSEMBLES 
applications community. 
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